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A Hale and Hearty Hello, Ya’ll . .
In keeping with our monthly newsletter;
It was partly cloudy with sunshine. Allowing cold warm weather to
embrace the wind in between long moments of calm. It’s Nevada!
As we mentioned during the shooters meetings we have people who have
volunteered to take on leading the maintenance and upgrades to our
storefronts. Jasper and others will be bringing a power washer out
sometime in May to blast away the loose paint. Each stage needs
volunteers to help tighten screws and nails and replace wood as needed,
then apply whatever color paint they choose, sort of, to get the exposed
wood sealed again. Before you jump in and go out and buy a bunch of
materials we want the stage leader to bring to the board the approximate
cost of what they would like to do in the way of paint and or props. We are
thinking almost all of the stages are trimmed in white, so let’s by 5 gallons of white instead of the more
expensive 1 gallons. Ultimately, we want the stages refreshed while keeping controlling the cost in mind.
What’s the Call (WTC)
I was asked to post a “what’s the call” scenario each month. The idea is to make us understand the rules
better and to get us thinking how we would call it.
For the HPD shoot Jasper wrote our stages. I find it interesting that after that shoot he didn’t show up at
ROOP to take his medicine from the HPD shoot. Something about rifle targets being in the next County!
If you remember we had a stage that said load the pistols with 9 rounds. The target order isn’t important
here, it’s what happened that is. Shooters were tasked with remembering which of the two pistols had 4
rounds in it for their approach to shooting the stage.

Shooter pulls his first pistol, shoots 4 rounds, lays the pistol down on the table, pulls the second pistol and
shoots 4 rounds and then click, click, thinking that the second pistol had the 5 rounds in it. He lays the second
pistol down, picks up the first pistol, and fires the 5th, or final 9th round. So, the spotters and the TO, I was in
there somewhere, all got excited about the fact that a loaded pistol left the shooters hand and control was lost
when he laid the first pistol down. We went from no call, to stage DQ, to minor safety. Based on what we saw
happen we all agreed that the pistol was laid down with the hammer down on an empty case. We scored it
as a minor safety. As your TG, I said I would reach out to the wire to see what the “experts” thought the call
should have been.
Welllllllll. What say you?
The call was no call.
Whether the shooter had holstered the pistol or as he did lay it on the table, the pistol was in a safe condition.
If he hadn’t picked it up and fired the 9th round it would have been a miss. Since he fired all 9 rounds, the
pistol was in a safe condition, and he completed the string, no call.
Roop April Match
I was Jasper for the ROOP shoot last Sunday. It was my annual Josey Wales shoot. While we didn’t have
the number of shooters trying Josey that we usually do, we still had a good showing and fun. Go big bore.
‘Modified’ BAMM Match
As I have been yakking about since last year, I will be sending out the rules for a Long-Range Military rifle
match. I hope to get this set up for June. It will be sighter’s on Friday and practice. Saturday we’ll have an
hour of sighter’s again. There will be 3 classes. Old School, Any military bolt action or semi-auto from the
1890’s to Korea. Modern, AR’s, Ak’s, etc. or bolt action with open military sights. Optical, any military rifle
using glass/scopes. Any caliber’s, jacketed or lead ammo is good to go.

Ike
Finally, I think the weather is turning nice. The last shoot was perfect! Not cold, but not hot
yet! Jasper Agate and Slow Thunder gave us a challenge with their stages- they put the targets
out a little farther than we're used to . It made all of us slow down a little and aim more. I
believe we only had one person with a clean match - congratulations Rubicon!
Sending out a bunch of "Thank You's" to all the help we got in setting up and tearing down! --thanks! It helps all of us, when more help. With the weather getting better, soon we will be
working on the store fronts. People have already volunteered to take on the maintenance of
each bay and will be needing help to do the necessary repairs. Please volunteer. All of the
fronts need to be painted. Jasper is planning on pressure washing all the fronts in May so I'd
like to suggest that now is a good time to go by your big box stores or paint stores and checking
out what is in the "miss-mixed" paint or "cull" paint bins. The colors may be limited, but the price
is right! Remember you can add things or remove things, but you must get permission for your
spending by the board first. If you chose to buy things without permission, you may not get
reimbursed. We will have a meeting with those who took on a store front to let them know
what you need to do.
Don't forget Wild Bunch June 8th-9th. Please sign up! It should be a hoot! Bordello has great stages written up with all
the new steel that was recently purchased.

Winchester

Howdy all,
We had a great day on the range with 27 shooters who came out to see what
Slow Thunder and I had planned for the day. We had six stages of fun planned
for your shooting enjoyment. I guess those pesky rifle targets set back a little
farther were the nemesis of most shooters with only Rubicon shooting clean!!
We had a new shooter join us for our Easter / April Fools day match. We gave a
warm welcome to Kid Fuego, the grand son of our very own Wylie Fox and
Nevada Star. The Kid was right there in the morning helping us set up with a
huge grin on his face. I had the pleasure of running him through his first stage
(so grand pa could record his first stage ever). He was calm and focused and he
shot the stage clean!! In fact, he only had one miss for the day and was one of
the few that got that challenging little bonus target. Congrats Kid Fuego and we
look forward to seeing you this summer!!!!
April Roop Match
I won’t make the April Roop monthly match due to my annual obligation to help decimate the squirrel
population up north of us. Ike has four stages of Josey Wales fun for you all and I hope you thank him for the
good time. I always liked his match and wish I could join you all. There is something about breaking out my
Walkers and 50 caliber single shot that makes for a great day!!!
After the CA SASS state match (end of April) we’ll be back out on the range to help the folks who adopted
stages to get started on their transformations. We’ll be looking for individual club members to help with the
work. All are welcome to help us!!!
2018 Roop County Days
Roop county Days are creeping up on us and we need to have a meeting to discuss planning and how our
ranks can join in and help us. We had planned on doing it in April but we were missing some key people and
postponed it until next month. This is our only moneymaker of the year and we need every members support.
We’ll send a note out about the meeting particulars as the date draws closer.
Back to packing for me, it’s amazing how much planning it take to get up to the squirrel nirvana!!
See you on the range,

Jasper Agate

Sneakin Around the Line Shack
An interview with: Wylie Fox Esquire
Name:
Ed Johnson
How you started:
During a camping trip in 2011 a small group of us including Juan
Bad Hombre (long time personal friend of Nevada Starr) took our
semi-auto pistols and black guns to a remote area on BLM land.
We shot up a bunch of water bottles and cans. Then Hombre
brought out his cowboy guns, and leather. “You mean you have to
cock the pistol with each shot?”. That evening I asked about what
is needed. The four guns if used would cost about $2000, then
leather and gun cart. Of course, you probably reload your own
ammo. I then asked about that big black powder single shot gun
we shot today. He explained that there are additional guns for side
matches. One could easily have 20+ guns after they get into it. What??? This is expensive. In early 2012 I visited the
Fernley range. As I exited my truck I was enthusiastically greeted by this friendly realistically dressed cowboy. “Hi, I am
Jasper Agate, what brings you here?” I said, “I came to watch and check out this cowboy event.” He said, “Hmm I do
not think so, you probably need to do some shooting.” He then introduced me to, who was to become my mentor,
Deadeye Dick! The next month, without and firearms I arrived in time for the safety meeting. When the question was
asked “Does anyone else have any announcements”, Drifter John announced he had a friend in California with a pair of
SASS Ruger pistol for sale only $1,000. Jasper said “sold” as he pointed to me. My first scored match was April 2012. I
had 5 missed and 2 procedurals. I was flanked by Irish Ike and Longarm. April 2012 was also the last time I shot IDPA.
For me the reason was obvious (see JJ article in the February 2018 newsletter for details, nothing has changed).
How long:
My 6th year
History of alias - There are three parts to my alias.
Wylie:
According to Webster: sly, cunning, crafty, wily, tricky, foxy, artful, slick mean attaining or seeking to attain one's ends
by guileful or devious means. Sly implies furtiveness, lack of candor, and skill in concealing one's aims and methods
OK I agree with some of those.
Fox:
My dog’s name was Fox. One of my best friends ever. His name came from looking like a fox and mathematics.
Functions are an important part of math F of X or f(x) or fox.
Esquire: Well Wylie Fox was taken already so I needed to add another word. My son just passed the bar so I included
esquire.
Nickname via Fanner, Wylie the Fox à WTF
Category:
Deadeye Dick was helping me to get good. I stared with two handed cross draw and just stayed in my age category
Favorite part of cowboy shooting:
Doing a hobby with my best friend, Starr!! I see the club as a wonderful social group, with a common problem.
We all like to shoot older guns
Advice for new shooter: Smooth is fast

Mentor(s):
Deadeye Dick for cowboy. Jasper Agate for long range. JJ, Dutch, Reno Slim, and Fanner for smooth is fast.
Cowboy Firearms:
Ruger SASS pistols 357 with short stroke by Lassiter
Miruko 1873 Winchester 357 with Pioneer short stroke tuned by myself and the only new gun I bought for Cowboy
1897 original Winchester 12 ga. tuned by Deadeye Dick
1885 Browning highwall 45-70 bought from Hombre.
1893 Marlin 38-55
894 Marlin 44 Magnum
1911 Browning 45ACP
Reloading:
Started with Lee 1000 for first two years then upgraded to Dillon 650. Lee was good, Dillon is GREAT!!! MEC 9000G for
shot shells. RCBS for black powder.
I use Clay and Clay Dot for all 357 and 12 ga.
Guns are tuned to fire CCI primers.
I use Winchester primers for practice ammo and Federal Magnum for matches.
96 and 105 grain boolets for pistol, 125 for rifle and 0.75 oz shot
Powder amount, just ask.
I am really liking coated booltes, especially poly coating, but also moly.
Annual matches attended:
ROOP, Shootout on the Comstock, End of Trail, Winter Range, Hell on Wheels, Utah War , and Battle of Rogue River
Matches I would like to attend:
Bordertown, Senior games, Nevada State, Oregon State, Montana State, Legends, Quigley, BPCR most anywhere.
Favorite job during a stage:
I really enjoy holding the clock, but it comes with a price. Being RO takes away from focusing on the stage. If I do not RO
then I always look to help out. I do not enjoy just standing in the background.
Other hobbies:
Woodworking, RV’ing, hiking, cycling (right I have not been on my bike in 6 years) & helping grand kids with homework.
Career:
Mostly teaching starting in 1973 middle school, high school & college. I taught math, chemistry and physics (my favorite).
In the 80’s and 90’ I took a break from teaching and managed technical staff for database and artificial intelligent
companies.

And now for Aprils - Whats the Call?
In the spirit of improving “The Cowboy Way” below is a real example of knowing the rules and
applying them correctly.
Scenario:
Josey Wales Match 20 pistol 4 or 6 single shot rifle stage 3 or 4?
At the beep the shooter starts with second set of pistols shooting rifle targets but shoots pistol
targets with one miss. Shooter then moves to another location and with holstered pistols
shoots rifle targets (should have been pistol targets) with no misses.
Spotters agree on 1 miss and 1 procedure.
Was this the correct call?
Please respond back with answers to:
battlebornrangers@gmail.com
All answers will be printed in next months newsletter, without names. The correct answer will
also be printed in that newsletter with a new:
’

Whats the call

Just a few pictures from around

Well - that’s all for this month.
Check out April’s pictures at:
Northernnevadacas.com

And it started out sooooooo good !!

